Painful angiomyxoid tumor in a failed renal allograft presenting as post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorder
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: There exist few reports of de novo tumors involving an allograft kidney, and to the best of our knowledge there are only two previous reports of angiomyxoma.

Case Presentation: A 53-year-old Caucasian male with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) on hemodialysis (HD) secondary to malakoplakia with three failed prior renal transplants presented for repeat transplant evaluation. Imaging demonstrated a mass of the transplanted kidney suggestive of post-transplant lymphoproliferative disease (PTLPD). A biopsy was obtained revealing a predominance of myxoid material. The patient became increasingly symptomatic from the mass and underwent a palliative right transplant nephrectomy. Final pathology revealed angiomyxoid tumor.

Conclusions: Angiomyxomas are asymptomatic, appear as PTLD on imaging and should be considered in the differential diagnosis of masses occurring in renal transplant allografts.

Implication for health policy/practice/research/medical education: Allograft kidney transplant patients presenting with post-transplant lymphoproliferative disease on imaging should be considered in differential diagnosis of rare masses occurring de novo in renal transplant patients.

resolved and he remains on HD with routine surveillance imaging of his pelvis.

Gross examination of the specimen revealed an irregular, ill-defined mass attached to the hilum of the kidney that measured 11.5 × 6 × 4.8 cm. No lymphadenopathy was appreciated. The surface of the mass appeared yellow-tan in color with nodular focal areas of hemorrhage. The cut surface showed nodular myxoid and fibro-fatty tissue partially replacing the kidney and extending out and around the kidney (Figure 1). Microscopic examination revealed adipose tissue with nodular myxoid, prominent thick-wall vascular channels, spindle cells, fibrosis, and scattered inflammatory cells with clusters of small and mature lymphocytes (Figure 1). Immunohistochemical stains were negative for MDM2, CDK4, AFB, GMS, and PAS. Fluorescent in-situ hybridization cytology stains was also negative. Findings were consistent with the diagnosis of de novo angiomyxoid tumor of the renal allograft arising from the adipose tissue of the allograft kidney.

Discussion

Angiomyxoid tumors are asymptomatic, slow-growing masses that displace adjacent structures rather than invade, and lack metastatic potential (2). They are characterized by the presence of prominent myxoid and vascular components and most frequently occur in the adult female pelvic floor and perineum. Aggressive variants have been reported to occur in the cervix, scrotum, inguinal region, and male pelvis (3). Diagnosis of these tumors is usually delayed due to their asymptomatic nature, and they are often incidentally found on imaging. Radiographic appearance on CT scan usually reveals a hypo-attenuating mass with areas of enhancement that is classically described as a “swirl” pattern. Most reported cases of angiomyxoid tumor suggest imaging is consistent with the diagnosis of PTLD.

Complete surgical resection is the gold standard of treatment, but local recurrence rates can range from 35%-72% despite negative margins (4,5). On gross exam the tumors have been noted to be encapsulated, located in the peri-pelvic tissue, and with a cut surface revealing a gelatinous tumor with foci of hemorrhage (3). Microscopic identification of angiomyxoma is based on the presence of spindle and stellate-shaped cells, and myxoid stroma with multiple vascular channels (2,3). Immunohistochemical stains and cytology on our patient were positive for CD34, but were otherwise unremarkable. Traditionally, this tumor stains positive for vimentin, CD34, and negative for S100, as well as being estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor positive (5). In the case reports occurring in allograft kidney transplants, each case reported positive vimentin and CD34, with one case positive for S100 (2,3).

Unique to this case study is the presence of associated pain as well as the diagnosis of malakoplakia. Current literature reveals no explanation for the patient’s intractable pain or a connection between the underlying diagnosis of malakoplakia and the development of angiomyxoma.

As angiomyxomas are generally asymptomatic with a tendency for local recurrence, radiographic surveillance imaging is required (5). While our patient’s tumor was not defined as aggressive, a recent surveillance CT scan (3 months status post right transplant nephrectomy) revealed a small soft tissue density (2.8 × 3.0 cm) in the iliac fossa that cannot exclude mass residual or recurrence of disease. Patient is being followed closely with interval imaging.

Conclusions

Angiomyxoma is a rare lesion that may develop in a transplanted kidney and should be considered in the
differential diagnosis in patients presenting with clinical symptoms and radiological imaging consistent with PTLD. Treatment of these tumors is surgical excision with radiological surveillance as these tumors have a tendency to locally recur.
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